Anthony Hecht

Poet Description:

Born in New York City and educated at Bard College and Columbia, Hecht served in Europe and Japan in the U.S. army. He taught for a number of years at the University of Rochester and Georgetown University. Hecht wrote several books of criticism, including a study of W.H. Auden, and translated both classical and contemporary writers. Often learned and witty in his poetry, he has occasionally taken up more difficult subjects, as with the Holocaust poems "More Light! More Light!" and ?The Book of Yolek.? He was one of contemporary poetry?s more elegant craftsmen, excelling in sustained technical ingenuity and willing to use the most complex traditional forms to tackle difficult subjects.

Race/Ethnicity:
European [1]

Gender:
Male [2]

Sexuality:
Straight [3]

First Name:
Anthony

Last Name:
Hecht

Birth & Death Dates:
Tuesday, January 16, 1923 to Wednesday, October 20, 2004

School of Poetry:
Other [4]

Birth Place:
New York City , New York United States
See map: Google Maps [5]
New York US

Death Place:
Washington , District Of Columbia United States
See map: Google Maps [6]
District Of Columbia US
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